ADVANCING FAMILY AND INSTITUTIONAL LEGACIES: AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. ROBERT S.D. HIGGINS

Robert S.D. Higgins, MD, MSHA discusses his personal and professional journey, his vision for Mass General Brigham, and how he hopes to steward an engaged community of healthcare workers that better the lives of the communities they serve.

FULFILLING A CHILDHOOD DREAM AND MAKING THE MOST IMPACT: AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. DAVID BROWN

David Brown, MD, shares his journey to becoming a doctor that started at six years old, how he discovered emergency medicine, and what makes Mass General Brigham unique.
Congratulations to the 2023 Class of the Bridging Academia and Industry Educational Program

Bridging Academia and Industry educational program concluded last month with a project competition featuring six teams of investigators. **READ MORE**

Sattar Khoshkhoo, MD, of the Department of Neurology, received a Burroughs Wellcome Fund Career Award for Medical Scientists (CAMS) for his project "Developmental Origins and Molecular Mechanisms of Somatic Mutations in Mesial Temporal Lobe Epilepsy." **READ MORE**

**AWARDS, HONORS, GRANTS**

**BWH JUNE 2023 "HIGHLIGHTS FROM DR. HIGGINS"**

A monthly video and email from Brigham President Robert S.D. Higgins, MD, MSHA.

For this month’s "Highlights" video, Brigham President Robert S.D. Higgins, MD, MSHA, sat down with Jesenia Cortes, interim director of Youth Programs in the Brigham’s Center for Community Health and Health Equity (CCHHE), RonAsia Rouse, interim director of Community Health in the CCHHE, and Student Success Jobs Program (SSJP) 2023 graduates Fernando Medina Jr. and Mariely Nunez to talk about how SSJP supports our local community and nurtures the next generation of health care professionals. **WATCH HERE**

**MGH BENCH PRESS**

Congratulations to the 2023 Class of the Bridging Academia and Industry Educational Program

Bridging Academia and Industry educational program concluded last month with a project competition featuring six teams of investigators. **READ MORE**
2023 ANNE KLIBANSKI VISITING LECTURE SERIES 09 WITH DR. MARLENE HAGER: FUNCTIONAL HYPOTHALAMIC AMENORRHEA AND PCOS – INTERRELATIONS AND DIFFERENTIATIONS”

The Anne Klibanski Visiting Lecture Series was created to support and advance the careers of women. These lectures offer the opportunity for women faculty from outside institutions that have hosted Anne Klibanski Scholars to present on their expertise, either alone or in tandem with an Anne Klibanski Scholar.

LISTEN HERE

MGH GIVING – HOSPITAL NEWS

A FOCUS ON PHYSICIAN WELL-BEING IN THE ONGOING BATTLE AGAINST BURNOUT

Mass General’s William Curry, MD, discusses physician burnout and how the hospital is leading the charge to bolster employee well-being.

READ MORE
MGH
"CARING" JUNE ISSUE
A publication that shares stories of interest to healthcare professionals throughout the MGH community.

READ CURRENT ISSUE

MGH
"HOTLINE" – APRIL/MAY ISSUE
A monthly publication celebrating and recognizing the employees, programs and departments of Mass General.
The latest issue features stories about the 10th anniversary of the Boston Marathon bombings, the MGH Echo Section, MGHers’ passions outside of work and more.

READ CURRENT ISSUE